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Examining the rhetorical responses of Hongkongers toward the influx of mainland Chinese
maternal tourists, this article investigates citizenship claims made by a citizenry that is locally and
culturally powerful but is transnationally and sociopolitically marginalized. By analyzing how
alienizing discourse circulates and gains political valence through social media and popular
cultural discourse, this article demonstrates that citizenship—particularly at a moment of national
crisis—is intimately tied to and regulated by collective affects that could foreclose alternative and
more inclusive articulations of membership.
Keywords: affect and emotion, citizenship, national identity, rhetoric, transnationalism

Between 2006 and 2012, over 100,000 pregnant women from mainland China
crossed the border to give birth in Hong Kong so that their children could become
permanent residents of the Special Administrative Region (SAR) (Lam).1 As an
SAR, Hong Kong has a semi-independent economic, legal, and political system apart
from China that is widely regarded as more transparent. Moreover, the city’s status
as a former British colony and a transnational financial hub has allowed it to develop
strong relationships with many powerful Western countries, making it easier for
Hong Kong passport holders to invest, immigrate, or travel abroad. Hong Kong permanent residency, therefore, is highly coveted as it allows mainland Chinese people

Shui-yin Sharon Yam is a Ph.D. Candidate in Composition and Rhetoric, Department of English, University of
Wisconsin–Madison, 600 N. Park Street, Madison, WI 53706, USA. E-mail: yam@wisc.edu
1 This wave of maternity tourism is prompted by a decision made by Hong Kong’s Court of Final Appeal in
2001 to grant permanent residency status to Chinese citizens born in Hong Kong, regardless of the residency
status of their parents.
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to access the political and socioeconomic benefits that the SAR offers, while still
maintaining the mobility to return to China.2
Because neither of these children’s parents is a Hong Kong permanent resident, the children are coined by Hongkongers and local media as the neithers.3
The influx of neithers peaked amid a period of constant sociopolitical conflict
between the Hong Kong public and the mainland Chinese government. As China
attempts to integrate the SAR politically and ideologically into the dominant
Chinese nation-state, Hongkongers have grown wary of any actions and signs that
may suggest China’s increased interference (Yam, “Education”). In the past decade,
Hongkongers have been staging large-scaled protests—culminating in the recent
Umbrella Movement—demanding universal suffrage independent from Beijing and
also political, cultural, and ideological separateness from mainland China (Gruber;
Yam, “Education”). Meanwhile, the economic policies China has implemented
bring in a tremendous influx of mainland tourists and businesspeople to the SAR;
the physical presence of mainlanders in the SAR, then, becomes a constant reminder
of China’s looming power. As a result, Hongkongers were quick to make emotional
and political claims that represent the maternal tourists as invaders and the neithers
as alien bodies undeserving of legal and national membership in the SAR. As the
deep sense of anxiety and unease Hongkongers feel toward China’s political and
economic encroachment circulates and transfers onto the bodies of mainlanders,
emotional responses against Chinese maternal tourists quickly gain valence in the
local affective economy, effectively silencing alternative and more humanizing representations of this population. This rhetorical situation provides an illuminating
case study for interrogating the way affects and emotions constitute and regulate
transnational discourse on citizenship, particularly in terms of the construction and
concretization of national identities. As Linda Bosniak points out, citizenship also
describes “the way in which people experience themselves in collective terms” (20);
such collectives, many have argued, call for affective connections and emotional
expressions of membership ties (Ahmed; Thompson and Hoggett).
Therefore, I argue that while rhetorical studies has linked citizenship with reason and examined it in terms of deliberation, civic engagement, and participatory
democracy (Koch and Villadsen; Micchicie), it has not sufficiently interrogated its
affective and emotional dimensions. Emotions and affects are not only integral in
the constructions of collective identities and membership, but they also inform
public rhetorical and ethical actions. Emotional attachments, as George E. Marcus
argues, are integral to practices of citizenship as they motivate, inhabit, and govern
political actions that influence the relationship between the citizenry and the Other.
By recognizing the intimate connections among affect, emotion, and citizenship,
2 In their personal narratives, mainland mothers also credit the SAR for providing superior and more
reliable medical care and education. Some women also make use of maternity tourism in Hong Kong to
circumvent the one-child policy in China (“Voices Outside of the Picture”).
3 The literal translation of the Chinese term for these children is “double negative” (
).
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rhetorical scholars will be more poised to interrogate the kinds of emotional representations that are associated with citizenship, the ways they are constructed and
deployed, and the discursive and political purposes they serve for the interlocutors.
Using a critical affective and emotional lens, I see citizenship as an embodied
relation and felt sense among bodies, which in turn translates into an economy
of circulating signs and discourse that carries and accumulates immense political
power within the public network. As many have pointed out, emotions and affects
are powerful because they form the basis of the individual and collective identities; influence how people experience and interpret their political realities; grant
valence and convictions to particular beliefs and values; and most of all, motivate
political responses and actions in an almost reflexive way (Ahmed; Dingo; Ioanide).
Therefore, in order to understand why the public subscribes to certain citizenship
practices—particularly exclusionary ones motivated by collective fear and anxiety—
so vigorously and passionately, rhetoric scholars must understand them not solely as
deliberative acts but also as embodied, sticky, and permeating feelings that foreclose
alternative articulations.
In this article, I examine citizenship and nationalist claims produced and circulated in social and popular print media against the neithers and their parents. While
these claims are espoused by a sizable but select group of vocal Hongkongers, they
are situated within a more general and diffused sense of anxiety the Hong Kong public experiences toward China’s increasing political encroachment; such anxiety, in
addition, is coupled with the fear that the SAR would soon lose its cultural and historical distinction from the rest of the Chinese nation-state.4 Locally and culturally
powerful but sociopolitically marginalized in a transnational setting, Hongkongers
in this particular context provide rhetoricians the opportunity to examine discursive
responses that arise from an ambivalent position of power. This case also illuminates
the intimate intersections between the local affective network and the larger national
political context, and the kind of conflicted citizenship discourse that such interactions create. By saturating the local affective network with emotions and claims
that render the mainland Chinese as illegitimate invaders and objects of disgust,
Hongkongers do not only distinguish their national identity from the one sanctioned by the Chinese state but they also strengthen their sense of moral superiority
toward their mainland counterparts—a feeling that helps counter the sense of helplessness toward China’s overwhelming political power and the anxiety of losing
control over their home.
Since Hongkongers produce, circulate, and engage in citizenship discourse most
actively on social media networks, the primary texts of this study consist of a wide
range of Internet writing and popular printed materials which often carry immense
rhetorical and emotional force to propel sociopolitical actions. In my analysis, I will
first examine two forms of alienizing discourse and tropes Hongkongers deploy to
4 The Umbrella Movement and the recent large-scale protest against the implementation of an official Moral
and National Education are both emblematic of Hongkongers’ anxiety and animosity toward the Chinese
government’s increased interference with the SAR’s political and cultural systems.
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render mainland Chinese inadmissible as citizens: first, the construction of moral
claims through anger and disgust to justify exclusion, and second, the representation of Chinese immigrants as an aggregate devoid of personal qualities and
human status. I argue that such othering tropes are significant in that they provide
an affective means for Hongkongers to negotiate their simultaneously dominant
and marginalized status in relation to the Others. As these rhetorical strategies
circulate and gain uptake among the local citizenry, they constitute a powerful
emotional pedagogy—condoning the feelings of anger and disgust toward Chinese
immigrants, while rendering more humanizing emotional representations impermissible and inexpressible. To further illustrate how emotional pedagogy functions
to foreclose alternative articulations of citizenship, I will examine a documentary
produced and broadcast by two mainstream news sources which challenges dominant representations by humanizing mainland immigrants; in particular, I analyze
Hongkongers’ responses to the documentary to demonstrate how difficult it is to
disarticulate dominant emotional tropes once they attached to alien bodies. I end
this article by discussing how public affects and emotions translate into very tangible
and material actions against the Other through government legal actions.
Background: Anxiety and the Mainland Bodies
As part of its economic policy to increase the tie between the SAR and mainland China, the Chinese government relaxed its travel policy in 2003 to allow
mainlanders easier access to Hong Kong. The number of mainland Chinese tourists
who frequent the SAR has increased exponentially over the past decade.5 By 2013,
there were approximately 40.7 million annual arrivals from China, effectively altering the cultural and socioeconomic landscape of the city, the local population of
which is approximately 7 million. Coming from China’s growing middle-upper
class, many mainland tourists who visit Hong Kong possess a great deal of economic
capital and have a high demand for the luxury goods sold in the city; as a result, both
local and transnational businesses in the city began catering almost exclusively to
mainlanders by using Mandarin Chinese and simplified Chinese characters instead
of the local Hong Kong variant.
Such economic and linguistic changes are jarring and unsettling to Hongkongers
as they reflect not only the erosion of local culture, but they also signal the
social power mainlanders can wield: while historically represented by popular
Hong Kong media as country bumpkins, such representations and distinctions
5 Engaging in what Aihwa Ong calls “zoning technologies” (103), the Chinese government allows the SAR to

function as a semi-independent enclave that nonetheless retains intimate economic ties with the mainland. For
Beijing, the economic ties between China and Hong Kong serve the political purpose of eventual ideological
integration. Motivated by such intention, in 2003, the Chinese government collaborated with the SAR to
implement the Individual Travel Scheme—under this policy, mainland Chinese from 21 select cities can visit
Hong Kong and Macau for up to a week by applying for a simple visa permit. Prior to this policy, the entry
of mainlanders into Hong Kong was highly restricted, while Hong Kong citizens could visit mainland China
with relative ease.
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between mainlanders and Hongkongers no longer ring true as many mainland visitors now possess more economic—and therefore political and cultural—power
than local Hongkongers (Ma 686). The bodies of mainland visitors, therefore,
become a constant reminder for Hongkongers of China’s superior economic status and the looming threat that the still semi-independent SAR will soon lose its
autonomy and cultural superiority and become “colonized” by mainland China
(Badcanto, “Hong Kong”). While mainland visitors have contributed significantly
to Hong Kong’s economy, Hongkongers commonly regard them with contempt
and anger (Chan and Ng).6 In 2014, such anger translated into protests and violent clashes between Hongkongers and mainlanders that provoked harsh remarks
from both the Chinese and SAR governments (Yam, “Grassroots”).
The influx of mainlanders into the SAR has led to an enhanced sense of anxiety among Hongkongers as the space they consider home is becoming increasingly
unfamiliar. Journalist Te-Ping Chen explains that because the number of mainland
visitors significantly outnumbers the local population, they have overwhelmed the
already crowded streets of a very small city; because of the purchasing power of
mainlanders and their propensity to consume European luxury goods, many smaller
local stores have been priced out of the market, giving way to flagship brand name
boutiques like Rolex and Louis Vuitton. Chen further elucidates, “It has come to a
point where residents don’t feel like the city is theirs anymore—you walk out on the
street you hear Mandarin being spoken instead of the local dialect of Cantonese.
. . . There is an increasing sense that Hong Kong is being swept up and assimilated
into mainland China that people are really unready for” (emphasis added). Chen’s
descriptions elucidate the Hongkongers’ new social and lived conditions, anxiety
that stems from an eroding social position, and the fear of feeling like a stranger in
one’s own home. As local commentator Grace Choi points out:
It is the fear of the disappearance of Hong Kong and its uniqueness, and the very
real danger of the city becoming just another ordinary municipality in southern
China; it is the fear of seven million against 1.3 billion people; it is the fear that
Hong Kong will no longer belong to Hongkongers. It is the fear of colonization by
the mainland. (emphasis added)

The dominant affective states Hongkongers feel toward China—and by proxy, the
mainland Chinese people and the neithers—are ones saturated with anxiety and
unease. Such anxiety stems partially from their eroding social position and the fear
of feeling like a stranger in one’s own home; more importantly, however, such anxiety is induced by China’s overwhelming political and economic dominance over the
SAR.
Dominant circulating affects are also intimately tied to the orientations one
has toward others and the judgments one makes regarding those bodies (Ahmed;
6 A recent survey conducted by the Chinese University of Hong Kong reports that two in three respondents
agreed that the number of mainland visitors to the SAR should be curbed (qtd. in Lai and Li).
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Nussbaum, Political Emotions). In this case, the bodies of the mainlanders, particularly the neithers, represent not only a physical transgression of Hong Kong’s
national space, but they also stand in as a proxy of China’s looming power over
the SAR, which fuels Hongkongers’ sense of helplessness and fear. As Sara Ahmed
points out, such “fear of degeneration, decline, and disintegration as mechanisms
for preserving ‘what is,’ becomes associated more with some bodies than others”
(78). As these bodies circulate within the local affective economy, they come to
gather more intensity—often powerful enough to motivate emotional representations and political actions that are not deliberative but appeal to deep-seated cultural
memories and collective identities (Ahmed; Wingard).7
As the figure of mainlanders continues to circulate spatially, it accumulates
affective values and has come to embody the anxiety Hongkongers feel toward the
Chinese state. Mainlanders, therefore, function as the absolute, unredeemable Other
in the local affective network in Hong Kong—namely, they are “the one who cannot
be interpolated into culture. He/she must be expelled, sent away, deported in order
for the nation to define and imagine itself, its borders, and its citizenry” (Wingard
5). While these alien subjects are commonly labeled as the abject and are violently
regulated, excluded, and expelled by the dominant group and by the state apparatus (Butler; Kristeva), the advantageous sociopolitical and economic positions of
mainlanders allow them to transcend such predicaments. Instead, exactly because
they challenge the traditional power relation between the existing citizenry and the
Other, mainland Chinese people are all the more unsettling for the Hong Kong
public.
Constructing Moral Claims through Anger and Disgust
The sight and presence of mainlanders in Hong Kong signify in a very material way
China’s political influence on the SAR and the inability for Hongkongers to counter
the power of the Chinese state. Such anxiety and fear of losing control, in turn,
are translated into an emotional discourse about threats. As Ahmed has cogently
argued, “the language of fear involves the intensification of ‘threats,’ which works to
create a distinction between those who are ‘under threat’ and those who threaten”
(72). However, because there are no clear racial and ethnic boundaries that could
very visibly separate Hongkongers from their mainland counterparts through ethnocentric and biological claims, constructing such a distinction poses a rhetorical
challenge for Hongkongers. While racializing and racist discourse have been effectively deployed by dominant groups in the United States to mark brown bodies as
7 Regarding the circulation of objects and signs in an affective economy, Ahmed explains that “affect does
not reside in an object or sign, but is an effect of the circulation between the objects and signs (=accumulation
of affective value). Signs increase in affective value as an effect of the movement between signs: the more signs
circulate, the more affective they become” (45). To unpack Ahmed’s theoretical framework, I understand signs
and objects as components that constitute emotional representations produced in a particular affective state.
As these representations circulate and are taken up, they subsequently reinforce the initial affect.
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aliens (see Ahmed; Wingard), similar tropes and claims are not always applicable
in the Hong Kong context because of the lack of racial distinction and ambiguous power differentials between the two groups. As a result, Hongkongers must
construct and adapt discursive resources based both on the local and transnational
contexts to create a sharp national distinction between themselves and the mainland
Chinese people.
Framing the SAR at a moment of crisis, anti-China Hongkongers vehemently
construct nationalist claims that deploy anger and disgust. A national identity
constructed during a moment of crisis is especially powerful because it is future
oriented: as Ahmed points out, when a way of life or a set of values is deemed under
threat in the present, “that very thing becomes installed as that which we must fight
for in the future, a fight which is retrospectively understood to be a matter of life
and death” (77). In addition to providing the citizenry with an essential affective
grounding—being able to attach to a particular narrative and a set of values and
practices that distinguish them from the Other—a national identity motivated by
anxiety also gives the community “the moral and political justification for maintaining ‘what is’ (taken for granted or granted) in the name of future survival” (Ahmed
77). For Hongkongers, such survival entails rigorous rhetorical labor to mark themselves as distinct and superior to mainlanders, even when the latter now possess a
tremendous amount of economic and political capital.
In order to maintain both an affective and political distance from the Chinese
state power—embodied by the many wealthy mainland tourists and immigrants
in the city—Hongkongers draw on surrounding events and existing exclusionary
tropes to construct mainlanders as contaminants that are morally deplorable—these
“moral defects,” in turn, render them inferior and thus unfit for inclusion. In particular, these claims deploy and evoke anger and disgust to justify the alienization of
mainlanders.
As a political emotion, anger provides a legitimate foundation to ground public actions—including the exclusion of certain groups—in the name of reason
(Nussbaum, Hiding from Humanity). Indeed, anger is the dominant emotion that
permeates most antimainlander discourse in Hong Kong. When it was revealed in
2008 to 2010 that baby formula and many other daily products produced in China
were laden with toxic chemicals, many worried Chinese parents—and later, smugglers and resellers—traveled to Hong Kong and purchased a large quantity of these
goods. Such demands elevated the prices of the baby formula in Hong Kong; at one
point in 2013, there was even a shortage in the city where local parents were unable
to purchase enough formula for their children. During this “baby formula famine”
(as coined by Hongkongers), many local residents took to both the street and the
Internet to express their anger by participating actively on blogs, Facebook groups,
and forums. Set up and used as common grounds for like-minded Hongkongers to
express, share, and legitimize each other’s anger, these online spaces do not function as deliberative spaces that allow participants to engage with different opinions;
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rather, they serve as emotional incubators that allow particular feelings and representations to circulate, corroborated and unchallenged, and gain valence among
members before they permeate through the local affective networks through both
on- and offline media.8 Prominent among these online spaces is a sense of morally
justified anger against mainlanders who have “wronged” Hongkongers by usurping
their space and resources.
Anger as an emotional representation allows Hongkongers to strengthen their
collective national identity by representing mainlanders as a threatening alien figure that must be cast out. As Emily Winderman has cogently demonstrated, at
a time of perceived public crisis, anger can function as a “a collectivizing moral
emotion [that] binds bodies together in relationship to other bodies and objects
deemed harmful or unjust for the purpose of actionable redress” (386–87). For
anger to be intelligible and to perform a political function, Winderman reminds
us, it must “generate affective intensity through the repetition of rhetorical figures”
(386). Such rhetorical figures, I argue, must be recognizable within the local affective
network for them to circulate and gain sufficient emotional valence and political uptake. To accomplish that, Hongkongers fashion mainlanders with familiar
rhetorical constructions that reinforce their status as the threatening Other.
Calling mainland tourists “locusts” and employing warlike tropes such as “invasion,” “survival,” and “defend,” Hongkongers argue that these outsiders have
unrightfully reaped all of the city’s resources, including baby formula and public infrastructure—particularly hospitals and schools—that Hongkongers claim are
fully occupied by the neithers. Local news media and online communities commonly represent Hongkongers as rightful taxpayers whose contributions to the SAR
are now in vain (see Galden Music; “Grabbing School Quota”). As David Bleeden,
Caroline Gottschalk-Druschke, and Ralph Cintrón point out, “the topos of the burdened ordinary taxpayer represents a certain unassailable moral standing . . . [that]
produce[s] a position impervious to counterargument” (186). Indeed, by criticizing
mainlanders as free riders undeserving of public goods, Hongkongers are able to
represent themselves as the “authentic citizen” (Bleeden, Gottschalk-Druschke, and
Cintrón 186), rather than as an ethnocentric and exclusionary community.
In addition to deploying anger and representing Hongkongers as rightful taxpayers to justify their sense of cultural and moral superiority over mainlanders,
such alienizing moral claims also evoke disgust by portraying mainland Chinese
as contaminants that must be condemned and expelled from the SAR. Unlike anger,
disgust is particularly effective in alienizing the Others because it is by nature visceral and therefore does not call for any articulable, discursive pieces of persuasion
(Nussbaum Hiding from Humanity). In this particular case, disgust is deployed in
8 The social media in Hong Kong—particularly Facebook—play a significant role in setting the public
discursive agenda and in circulating dominant affects and emotional representations regarding marginalized groups. Topics and tropes that appear on social media are often picked up and circulated by popular
printed tabloid news sources, particularly anti-Chinese publications such as Apple Daily, Sharp Daily, and
Next Magazine; these publications are widely visible and available to the Hong Kong public.
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order to circumvent criticisms surrounding the discrimination toward mainlanders.
As mentioned earlier, popular media in Hong Kong have historically portrayed
mainlanders as uneducated individuals from a lower-class background who speak
with a country accent. Such class- and culture-based discourses, however, are often
vehemently condemned by local human rights organizations and activists (e.g.,
Hong Kong Human Rights Monitor). While such formal criticisms have never
gained enough rhetorical force to stall the discursive process of alienization, they
nonetheless motivate the construction of a more powerful narrative that would
demonstrate why it is both legitimate and justifiable for Hongkongers to exclude
mainlanders from their national community.
In April 2014, an altercation between two mainland tourists and a Hongkonger
provided the Hong Kong public a key moment to heighten their alienizing discourse through disgust. The incident began when a mainland couple decided
to let their toddler urinate and defecate in the middle of a busy sidewalk; they
were quickly confronted by a local Hongkonger who began taking pictures with
his cell phone. A scuffle ensued, and images and videos of the incident soon
flooded various social media platforms, triggering heated public debates between
and among Hongkongers and Chinese netizens.9 While Chinese netizens condemned Hongkongers for not being more understanding of their cultural difference
(Nelson), many Hong Kong netizens use this example to demonstrate why mainland Chinese are unfit for citizenship and inclusion in the SAR: namely, that they
and their offspring are offensive objects that would contaminate the city.
Jumping on the bandwagon of this incident, various Hong Kong news media,
political commentators, and individual netizens soon began circulating reports,
images, and videos of similar occurrences in the next few months, giving further
valence to the narrative that mainland parents are indefensibly unfit for inclusion
because they allow for and enact disgusting acts and have in turn become disgusting
themselves. As a Hong Kong netizen succinctly summarizes on Facebook, “Why
would people argue over this? I thought it was pretty obvious that pooping on
[the] street is wrong” (qtd. in “Hong Kong and China Face Off in ‘Bladder War’”).
Another political commentator further points out,
In the Hong Kong society, letting children defecate and urinate in public is never
permissible—and no one would disagree with that. The reason behind this is
simple—because urination and defecation are themselves eyesores to the public,
and they are simply unhygienic . . . [t]here’s a saying that this conflict is simply
a result of cultural difference, something that we should tolerate. . . . However, if
someone’s act lead to bad public consequences or damage public health, we rarely
need to tolerate such behaviors. (Fu Si Haak)

Frequently accompanying these discursive responses are images of the parent and
child caught in the act, further evoking the viscerality of disgust as it transcends the
9I

use the term “netizens” to refer to Internet users who participate in public deliberation—albeit not
always constructively or ethically—that transcends their self-interests.
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need for discursive persuasion. Also apparent in these responses is a sense of moral
and cultural superiority, anchored by feelings of righteousness as Hong Kong netizens discursively connect mainland parents with bodily wastes and the act of public
defecation. As Martha Nussbaum points out, by linking primary objects of disgust
to particular practices, and then further to those who enact those practices, the
exclusion of those groups becomes almost instantly justifiable: “This act (or more
often and usually inseparably, this person) is a contaminant; it (he or she) pollutes
our community. We would be better off if this contamination were kept far away
from us” (Hiding from Humanity 123). In other words, by linking mainland parents
to bodily wastes—an almost uncontested primary object of disgust—Hongkongers
who advance such alienzing claims are able to avoid accusations of discrimination,
and more importantly, to also justify the expulsion of mainlanders as the prevention
of public contamination. These incidents, in addition, also help boost Hongkongers’
sense of moral and cultural superiority as they demonstrate that while mainlanders
may now possess a great deal of economic capital, they are still associated with acts
and objects that are more animalistic than civilized.10
While the acts of disgust are committed by mainland children, reports in
Hong Kong place the primary blame on the parents who are constructed as subjects
that cannot be reformed. For instance, commentaries and reports on these incidents frequently highlight the confrontations between mainland parents and the
local Hongkongers who called out their acts. Mainstream news media use sensational headlines such as “Mainland Couple Attacked Hong Kong Man because of
Piss” and “Photojournalist Bravely Fought Mainland Parents.” As such rhetorics
circulate within the local affective economy, mainland adults are marked as belligerent, unreasonable, and most of all, as unfit parents who defile and allow their
offspring to contaminate Hong Kong. The alienization of adults, after all, is more
morally justifiable and legitimate than that of children. Indeed, while these claims
are not directly related to the controversy surrounding the neithers, they do provide
the rhetorical means for Hongkongers to continue their alienization project while
maintaining a moral high ground.
While Hongkongers now have a set of justifiable claims to exclude mainlanders
from becoming members of their national community, they continue to lack the
political and economic power to control the increased influx of mainlanders and
the way they alter the spatial, economic, and cultural landscapes of Hong Kong.
Constructed as threats and invaders, the mainland Chinese people are deemed not
only unfit for inclusion in the SAR but also dangerous and damaging to the existing
citizenry. To effectively exclude mainlanders from their nation, Hongkongers represent these absolute others as unwanted aliens, rather than as equal human beings
who have similar social desires and struggle with material conditions beyond their
control.
10 In

addition to reporting incidents of public defecation that took place in the SAR, Hong Kong netizens
and news media also widely circulate similar stories from other countries, such as Japan, Singapore, and the
United States (“Chinese Child Pooped on Street”; “Embarrassing All Chinese People!”).
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Dehumanizing the Aggregate: Neithers as Locusts
As immigration and rhetoric scholars have argued, in order to render aliens as diseased or animal, and therefore unrecognizable as equal humans, alien bodies cannot
be represented as individuals whose circumstances deserve any level of understanding and sympathy from the existing citizenry (e.g., Ana; Chávez; DeChaine). Despite
the fact that the mainland Chinese visitors and immigrants in Hong Kong come
from different social backgrounds and possess different intentions, Hongkongers
tend to represent them as a conglomerate by referring to them all as “locusts.”
While this trope is used to describe all mainland Chinese perceived to be usurping
the resources in Hong Kong, I focus particularly on how it is deployed in relation
to the neithers and their parents and how such emotional discourse circulates in
the local affective economy to strengthen the Hong Kong national identity, which
subsequently crowds out alternative articulations that render mainland mothers
humans.
“Locust” became a popular trope among Hong Kong netizens in 2010 when the
number of maternal tourists, wealthy Chinese travelers, and smugglers all increased
significantly and challenged the way Hongkongers conceived of their home and
their national identities. Similar to visceral labels, such as “criminal,” “diseased,”
“animal,” and “dirty,” that have been ascribed to the alien subjects in the United
States, the trope of the locust functions as an othering signifier, both feeding off of
and heightening public anxiety, further rendering these bodies unassimilable. As an
antimainland organization explains in its website: “Locusts cannot be distinguished
by ethnicity, age, identity, or educational background. A locust is not an individual,
nor is it a type of people, but it is a phenomenon: a desire to profit without contribution, to rob others of their success, and to occupy other people’s resources and
advantages” (“On Locust”). By interpreting “locust” as related to types of behaviors instead of directly to a group of individuals, Hongkongers are able to evade
criticisms of overt racism, while justifying their outrage toward mainlanders’ supposedly unacceptable actions and attitudes. Evoking a sense of total and unstoppable
consumption, the locust metaphor stems from and helps perpetuate the permeating
affects of fear and anxiety as mainland visitors and immigrants continue to occupy
most of the city’s public and rhetorical spaces. At the same time, the trope also
allows Hongkongers to continue and justify the process of alienization.
While initially the trope was circulated only on particular online forums, it
entered mainstream discourse in 2011 when netizens on Hong Kong Golden
Forum—a wildly popular platform frequented by netizens who are part trolls and
part social activists—raised 12,900 USD in a week to print a full-page colored
advertisement in two major local newspapers, vehemently reprimanding neithers.
In bold fonts, the announcement, citing official statistics in the footnote, asks, “Are
you willing to let Hong Kong spend 1,000,000 HKD every 18 minutes feeding and
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caring for the neithers?” Right underneath the image of the locust is another menacing headline—“Hongkongers, [We Have] Tolerated Enough!”—followed by the
following passage:
Because [we are] sympathetic that you have suffered from poisonous baby formula, [we] allow you to buy ours like a mob./Because we pity your lack of
freedom, [we] mercifully grant you the opportunity to travel independently to
Hong Kong./Because [we] understand that you have a backward education system, [we] share our educational resources with you./Because you guys cannot
understand traditional Chinese writing, [we] use the disabled Chinese fonts to
say the following:/11 “If you come to Hong Kong, please respect the local culture.
Without Hong Kong, you guys will all be done by now.”12

The announcement then ends with two forceful claims: “STRONGLY DEMAND
the [Hong Kong] government to amend the Basic Law Article 24!/Stop mainland
pregnant women from invading Hong Kong like refugees!”
Despite the overt expression of anger and resentment, this poster also communicates an underlying sense of anxiety. Featured in the background of the
advertisement is the Hong Kong landscape, shadowed and foregrounded by a gigantic photorealistic locust perching on top of Lion Rock—a major landmark and
national symbol of the SAR. The locust, so huge that it occupies almost the entire
rock, overlooks and surveils the city in a menacing and sinister manner. The city
landscape—miniscule in comparison to the insect—appears defenseless against the
overpowering predator. In other words, while the text conveys active resistance and
justifiable outrage against mainlanders, the image suggests a permeating sense of
anxiety and helplessness toward the impending threat.
After its initial publication in the two major local newspapers, this announcement was subsequently circulated by other mainstream Hong Kong, Chinese, and
also American news media; it soon triggered heated duels between the netizens in
Hong Kong and China. Within the Hong Kong affective network, the circulation
of this advertisement—particularly its interpretation and deployment of the locust
trope—binds the existing citizenry together through a shared sense of moral superiority and a collective enemy. For instance, the antimainland Chinese Facebook
group referenced in the announcement gained over 100,000 “Likes” within the
first day of its publication. Quickly following the announcement, “locust” as a
trope made its way into mainstream Hong Kong news media; anti-Chinese tabloids
such as Apple Daily and Sharp Daily, for example, frequently evoke the trope to
describe the behaviors of mainlanders in the SAR. While sarcastic in tone, the
11 Hongkongers commonly refer to simplified Chinese characters as “disabled” fonts, contrasting them with
the traditional—and therefore “normal”—characters used in the SAR and in Taiwan.
12 The last line is in fact a response to a video clip that has gone viral: when interviewed by a Hong Kong
television station, an anonymous mainland tourist claims that “If the Chinese central government didn’t take
care of you, Hong Kong would have already been done!” This line is commonly referenced and parodied by
both Chinese and Hong Kong netizens when they engage in national debates.
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central passage in the advertisement portrays Hongkongers as sympathetic, understanding, and well-intentioned, while portraying their mainland counterparts as
ungrateful aliens who no longer deserve inclusion because of their “poor attitude.”
Such moral high ground, in turn, allows Hongkongers to feel more empowered as
they are able to make claims that are not filled with immobilizing fear and anxiety. As Ulrich Beck argues, when the existing citizenry is in an affective state of
fear, their solidarity is based on insecurity and a sense of shared risk (49). While
Hongkongers’ strong desire to concretize their national identity is initially triggered
by fear toward China’s overwhelming economic and political power, they are able
to regain some sense of control by claiming moral legitimacy over their mainland
Chinese counterparts.
The feeling of control and power is particularly important to Hongkongers in
this case because unlike other mainland visitors, the neithers are recognized by the
Chinese state and the SAR government as legal Hong Kong permanent residents.
However, by referring to all mainlanders as locusts without distinguishing their residency status, Hongkongers effectively perform an alienizing process that detaches
legal citizenship status from national belonging and inclusion. As Bhikhu Parekh has
accurately pointed out, “citizenship is about status and rights; belonging is about
acceptance, feeling welcome, a sense of identification. The two do not necessarily
coincide” (484). By not distinguishing their residency status and representing the
neithers also as locusts, Hongkongers are in effect ascribing a totalizing label that,
as Robert D. DeChaine argues, “performs an essentializing function that literally
denies the possibility of a positive referent” (51). In other words, Hongkongers have
made it clear that despite the legal recognition granted by the state, the neithers are
first and foremost undeserving usurpers who will never be welcomed in the national
community.
While the locust is undeniably an othering trope, as mentioned earlier, the
alienizing rhetoric that Hongkongers deploy commonly masks the ethnocentric
nature of their claims with seemingly dispassionate and rational political demands.
Taken at face value, the full-page newspaper announcement—together with many
other popular online discourses—places most of the blame and responsibility on
the Hong Kong government: namely, Hongkongers demand the government amend
existing citizenship laws that grant the neithers permanent residency in the SAR.
In fact, many antilocust campaigns are not directed toward neithers themselves but
are addressed to the Hong Kong government. For example, the most popular and
vocal antilocust Facebook group, with over 115,000 members, is titled “Against
Mainland Pregnant Women from Giving Birth in Hong Kong! 100,000 People ‘Like’
It to Show the Government!” Among the group’s three long-term goals, the main
one is to “demand legal amendments on Director of Immigration v. Chong Fung Yuen
and other similar cases, [so that] children born in Hong Kong to mainland parents will not receive a birth certificate. [This is to] prevent potential burdens and
catastrophes on Hong Kong’s welfare, healthcare, education, and housing systems.”
By assigning blame to the Hong Kong government and justifying the exclusion of
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neithers through statistics and economic logics, Hongkongers have quite successfully projected a sense of control and masked their deep sense of fear that stems not
from individual mainland bodies but from the mainland Chinese nation-state writ
large.
By not placing the mainland maternal tourists as the subjects of blame,
Hongkongers are performing what Stuart Hall calls “inferential racism”: namely,
the “apparently naturalized representations of events and situations related to
race, whether ‘factual’ or ‘fictional,’ which have racist premises and propositions
inscribed in them as a set of unquestioned assumptions” (13, emphasis in the original). In this case, by assuming that neithers will severely undermine Hong Kong’s
public resources, Hongkongers justify their ethnocentric logics by pointing to the
plausible damages mainlanders could bring to the SAR as a whole. This narrative carries tremendous rhetorical force because those who affectively identify as
Hongkongers—even if they carry an anti-ethnocentric agenda—would be hard
pressed to say that they would rather be more inclusive than to protect the wellbeing of their nation. To make them even more forceful, claims that construct
neithers as impending doom often supply statistics and numbers to demonstrate
the seeming irrefutability of this narrative. Indeed, as DeChaine argues, “by establishing a socially acceptable position for anti-migrant sentiment, one that places
blame not on a person or an ethnic group but on an impersonal condition, the formal construction of alienization provides an inoculation against charges of racism
and scapegoating” (56). Such a sense of righteousness, in addition, also functions
effectively to foreclose deliberation by rendering alternative opinions impermissible.
Emotional Pedagogy as Alienizing Instrument
As the locust trope circulates and gains increasing cultural and political valence
within the local affective economy, it begins to encourage a binary emotional
response toward mainlanders—particularly the neithers whose legal citizenship status makes them an even more unsettling threat: Hongkongers who are loyal to
their homeland are supposed to express a sense of righteous anger toward locusts,
while those who do not are immediately criticized as traitors. The powerful tropes
and imageries against mainlanders, in other words, have created an emotional
pedagogy within the local affective network that dictates what feelings are socially
permissible and what should be rendered “infeelable and inexpressible” (Gould,
“Political Despair” 103). Examining representations that challenge the dehumanization of mainland Chinese, coupled with the subsequent backlash they receive, I
demonstrate the political function of emotional pedagogy in disciplining emotional
responses that threaten to undermine the alienizing affective markers that have been
placed on the Others.
Emotional pedagogy is a key instrument in the production, regulation, and
(re)articulation of citizenry relationships; it translates permeating and dominant
affects into a terministic screen that prescribes what emotional representations of
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the Others are acceptable, what kinds of feelings a “proper” and “loyal” citizen
should have toward members and non-members, and how and to whom these
feelings should be directed. When dominant templates of public feelings and emotional representations are in place, they constitute a structure of feeling, which, as
Raymond Williams cogently describes, is “as firm and definite as ‘structure’ suggests, yet it operates in the most delicate and least tangible parts of our activity”
(36). The power behind emotional pedagogy, in other words, is that it renders a
highly discursive and political process “natural,” embodied, and definite; as such,
alternative representations and articulations are foreclosed. In a moment of national
anxiety, the practice and process of alienization constitutes a dominant emotional
pedagogy; this process relies heavily on the emotional aspect of popular tropes and
narratives because it is exactly the emotional content that motivates the existing citizenry to internalize the dominant feelings of anger and disgust toward the Other and
foreclose alternative articulations of citizenship and inclusion. By promoting outright condemnation to emotions such as sympathy and pity—which despite being
problematic are nonetheless more humanizing—such emotional pedagogy deters
any representations that would render mainlanders as deserving inclusion.
Because the national identity of Hongkongers is constructed through a shared
sense of anxiety—and subsequently anger and disgust—toward mainlanders, any
indicators of affective closeness toward the Other is immediately interpreted by others as a sign of disloyalty. As Ahmed points out, “the turning away from the object
of fear involves a turning towards home, as a ‘fellow feeling’” (74). What I would
like to point out here is that the contrary is also true: by signaling any slight tendency to turn toward the feared Other, one would be considered by his/her national
affective community as moving away from their fellowship.13 The affective economy
in Hong Kong, I argue, has become so saturated with expressions of anger and utter
disgust that alternative feelings and opinions are rendered impermissible.
Such implicit emotional pedagogy is particularly powerful regarding neithers
and their mainland mothers. Despite their impassioned explanations of why they
have decided to give birth in Hong Kong, their narratives are often dismissed
outright by Hong Kong netizens who refuse to show any other emotions than
anger. In July 2013, Radio Television Hong Kong, a mainstream media platform
13 For instance, activists and political organizations that call for an anti-discriminatory approach toward
mainland immigrants are commonly criticized as “leftards” by the more vocal and dominant public. Once
individuals are labeled as leftards, their claims will almost immediately be discredited by the dominant
public—partly because they genuinely disagree with their viewpoints, and partly also because being associated with such a label is detrimental to anyone’s reputation and public image. Wai-hung Wong, a Hong Kong
native and now a philosophy professor in the United States, came under immense fire after publishing
a blogpost, suggesting that confirmation bias is at play regarding the negative media representations of
mainlanders (“Speaking of”). After the post was released, Wong received a slew of angry and hateful emails from Hong Kong netizens, calling his writing “garbage” and accusing him of being an academic leftard
who “focuses too much on philosophical logics that cannot solve any real problems that Hongkongers face”
(Wong, “Speaking up”). While Wong is relatively unfazed because of his geographical distance and education
background, it is not difficult to see why one may be deterred from making sympathetic claims regarding
mainlanders.
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famous for maintaining political and editorial independence from the Chinese and
Hong Kong governments, broadcast a 20-minute documentary interviewing several neither women who shared their stories and intimate lived experience with the
Hong Kong audience. Challenging the dehumanizing representations of the neithers,
the documentary was vehemently condemned by Hong Kong netizens who accused
the producer of advancing a pro-China political agenda at the expense of local
allegiances. Examining such rare sympathetic representations of neithers and the
subsequent backlash they receive from Hong Kong netizens, I demonstrate that the
local affective network is so habituated to responding with fast anger against mainland parents and the neithers that it forecloses more inclusive emotional expressions.
As a result, the local affective and discursive network in Hong Kong is filled not
with multiple voices representing diverse political identifications and representations; rather, they are silenced and drowned out by dominant negative emotions
and the widespread suspicion that one is automatically a traitor if one “sympathizes”
with the mainland Chinese.
Titled “Voices Outside the Picture” (
), the documentary begins with
the silhouette of a person with an undisclosed face. Using a first-person narrative,
the young man identifies himself as one of the first generation of neithers, who have
by then amounted to 200,000. Juxtaposed with a montage of Hongkongers protesting against mainland maternity tourists and parents, the voice then quietly asks,
“Despite all these [conflicts], how much of our story do you guys really know?”
This opening scene challenges and problematizes dominant emotional responses
of immediate anger as it represents the neithers not as an aggregate, but as a person who, despite being a Hong Kong permanent resident, encounters real struggles
and limitations because of his outsider status. By asking the final question, this
person, even with his face concealed, demands a form of affective recognition that
Hongkongers have refused to provide thus far.
The emotional tenet of the documentary, however, does not stem mainly from
the opening scene as he is after all still only a disembodied voice that can easily be
dismissed as an actor, rather than an actual person. The rest of the documentary
focuses on three mainland mothers who have chosen to give birth in Hong Kong:
Xiao Nan, Ah Fong, and Ah Yin. Xiao Nan, a middle-class woman who has received
university education in the United Kingdom, argues that she wants her daughter to
become a Hong Kong permanent resident so that she does not have to be brainwashed by China’s nationalist education curriculum. She also wishes her daughter
to grow up in a “relatively free and open” place like Hong Kong, away from the corruption in the mainland. Extremely vocal about what she sees as an injustice against
the neithers and their parents, Xiao Nan has, prior to this documentary, published
an article online explaining her decision to become a neither mother. In her letter,
she addresses Hongkongers’ assumptions immediately by stating that, “In fact, we
are not here because we want to take advantage of Hong Kong’s public welfare—we
are a middle-upper-class family in the mainland, and will obviously not be eligible
for any welfare programs in Hong Kong. What we really hope is for our daughter
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to lead a different life” (Xiao Nan). Xiao Nan then continues the wishes she harbors
for her daughter:
I wish that when my daughter grows up and goes to school, she will not receive
wrong education, will not have learn in school the way adults cheat and hurt each
other to get ahead; [I] wish that through her education, she will learn knowledge
and good morals, but not memorization of “political lessons.”

Xiao Nan’s list continues, as she describes the kinds of medical system and career
development she hopes her daughter can enjoy. At the end of the article, she writes
that, “[I] sincerely hope that Hongkongers and mainlanders would stop hurling
insults towards each other. . . . We are all humans after all—it’s not worth angering
yourself and lowering your own moral standing.”
Like the opening scene of the documentary, Xiao Nan’s narrative demands
Hongkongers to see neithers in human terms—just like the Hong Kong parents
who worried that mainlanders would threaten the opportunities and wellbeing of
their children, Xiao Nan shows that she too shares the same desires and well wishes
for her daughter and demands such very human similarities to be acknowledged.
At the same time, Xiao Nan does it in a way that showcases Hong Kong’s superiority toward China and her appreciation of that. Xiao Nan represents herself not as
the stereotypical mainlander who undermines local values and culture but as an ally
who appreciates and respects local institutions and practices. In addition to establishing shared goals and values, Xiao Nan also attempts to divert the critique from
neithers to the state government, calling for Hongkongers to demand legal changes
at the state level rather than ostracizing local mainland mothers:
If we have to speak of justice, then [Hongkongers] should appeal to the
Hong Kong government, China’s Liaison Office in the SAR, or even directly to
Beijing (I am not encouraging anyone to do so—only making an example here),
asking them to make revisions to the Basic Law or deny public medical service to
the neithers.

I am quoting Xiao Nan at length here because the argument she makes and the language she uses here echo closely those of local Hongkongers who have long been
demanding a legal revision from the Hong Kong government. While Xiao Nan
has made use of both emotional and political arguments to position herself as a
mother, a rational citizen, and as similar to Hongkongers, her narrative—and herself as a person—is still mercilessly attacked by Hong Kong netizens with extremely
dehumanizing language.
After her article was published by Ming Pao, a mainstream and relatively impartial
newspaper, Xiao Nan received many negative comments from local Hongkongers
who were not only unsympathetic to her claims, but also demanded that she
returned to where she “really belonged” (Voices, emphasis added). Xiao Nan,
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together with the two women who were interviewed in the documentary, was criticized even more brutally after the episode aired. Unlike Xiao Nan, the other two
women (Ah Fong and Ah Yin) are from a working class background; both women
gave birth in Hong Kong because they could not afford to pay the hefty fines for
violating China’s one-child policy. Due to their restricted immigration status in
Hong Kong, they are unable to find work and are not eligible for public welfare
either. Throughout the episode, Ah Fong and Ah Yin are shown to make-do for
the wellbeing of their children, given the discrimination and restrictions placed on
neithers. While the three women are from vastly different backgrounds, the documentary portrays them all as caring mothers who decide to become neithers not only
because of the poor political conditions in China but also because of their appreciation of Hong Kong. The audience, then, is implicitly asked to view neithers as
persons, each attempting to provide for her family while struggling with material
and political forces that are out of her control.
Despite such human portrayal, the documentary fails to change the dominant
emotional responses of the Hong Kong viewers against mainland parents and the
neithers—the viewers’ responses, instead, reveal how the local affective economy
disciplines alternative representations of the Other for not cohering with the dominant, negative imaginary. The night after it was aired, many netizens gathered on
the Golden Forum and vehemently attacked the three women. Sprinkled with lewd
slang, most of these comments suggest that the women deserve all of their hardship and that “if they are so pathetic here they should just go back to the mainland
and be wealthy there; or they can just live like beggars in Hong Kong” (Wang Bun
Jik Jau
). Many other netizens echo the same sentiment, stating that these
women should “go back to mainland and die there—they come [to Hong Kong]
on their own accord, and now they are complaining about how pathetic they are”
(“Lam Cho Shun Steps Down
”). Directing their attacks to “locusts,”
“garbage,” “Chinese pigs,” and “shit-eating dogs,” netizens on the Golden Forum
almost immediately conflate the three women with animalistic and dehumanizing
brands that have gained significant cultural valence in the local affective economy.
Such outright disgust and outrage renders alternative representations of mainland
mothers nonsensical because no figures so debased and dehumanized would ever be
considered permissible for inclusion.
The critiques made in response to the documentary, in fact, echo the dominant emotional claims Hongkongers are accustomed to for the past three years on
other social media platforms. For instance, the popular Facebook group “Against
Mainland Pregnant Women from Giving Birth in Hong Kong! 100,000 People ‘Like’
It to Show the Government!” is filled with similar statements, arguing that mainland women and the neithers should not be given any sympathy because they deserve
the hardship they encounter in Hong Kong. This sentiment is clearly expressed in
an online column critiquing the documentary; the author writes that, “the show
has committed a simple logical flaw—‘appeal to pity/empathy’—the production
unit attempts to make use of the sympathy of Hongkongers to justify the way the
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state uses immigration policies on the neithers to colonize the Hong Kong people”
(Cheung). He continues that the situation here is akin to having your homeland ravished by robbers, while the government is demanding that “you listen to their voices,
to understand these robbers, because they are victims just like you” (Cheung).
Cheung’s argument suggests that by showing any emotions other than anger and
disgust to mainlanders—particularly the neithers—one is essentially consenting to
their invasion of Hong Kong.
What is at play here is a powerful emotional pedagogy constituted by the shared
affective states among Hongkongers and their dominant political attitudes toward
mainland China and its people. As Deborah Gould has accurately pointed out, “our
affective states are what temper and intensify our attentions, affiliations, investments, and attachments; they help to solidify some of our ideas and beliefs and
attenuate others” (Moving Politics 27). The deep sense of anxiety and unease that
Hongkongers embody, as a result, translates into hostile political responses toward
mainlanders—responses that foreclose deliberation and alternative articulations of
the political reality because for Hongkongers, this is an extremely high-stakes situation about their future survival. These affects, in turn, propel emotional expressions
that temporarily allow Hongkongers to feel more in control by occupying a higher
moral and social position. Their responses toward the three mainland mothers
demonstrate exactly that: despite hearing intimate and humanizing details of their
lives, desires, and intentions, Hongkongers choose to see them not as individuals
but merely as representatives of the aggregate Other. Personal narratives that seek
to establish a more intimate affective tie despite cultural and political difference, in
other words, fall completely flat in this instance. While dominant emotional reactions against neithers are exclusionary and foreclose the possibility of establishing
a politics of friendship between the existing citizenry and the racialized Other, they
nevertheless serve as a politically empowering tool for Hongkongers.
Public Emotions and Symbolic Policymaking
As exclusionary claims toward the neithers circulate and culminate through various
popular media platforms at the expense of alternative articulations, anger and disgust saturate the local affective network; such emotions, in turn, propel and strongly
influence the political actions that Hongkongers take to combat those whom they
see as invaders of their nation. Arguing that the SAR government should privilege
the interests of Hongkongers in their decision making, disgruntled Hongkongers—
particularly mothers—staged multiple protests from 2011 to 2013. Most protesters
claimed that the influx of the neithers and their mainland mothers would overwhelm the local education and healthcare system, thus harming the wellbeing of
local Hongkongers. On January 1, 2013, the chief executive of the SAR implemented
the “Zero Quota” policy. Under this new policy, mainland pregnant women who
did not have prior booking with a local hospital would be banned from entering
the SAR for delivery. As stated in the Immigration Department’s press release, “the
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Department has strengthened the complementary immigration measures including proactive interception at control points and analysis of the trends and methods
used by [mainland pregnant women] on gate crashing, so as to arrange targeted
interception and joint operations with other departments.” The Department quotes
the number of mainland women who have been prosecuted and the sentences they
received, which serves to “prove the effectiveness of the measures.” While reports
of mainland maternal tourists evading law enforcement or circumventing the “Zero
Quota” policy continue to circulate, large-scale protests have largely subsided.
In various press releases and policy statements, the SAR government commonly
deploys tropes and arguments that carry significant emotional valence within the
local affective network. For instance, ten months after the Zero Quota Policy was
implemented, the secretary for Food and Health spoke in front of the Legislative
Council, explaining that “In circumstances where resources are limited, the public healthcare service always seeks to privilege the needs of local Hongkongers.
We carry out necessary measures to address the problem if we discover that providing healthcare service to non-local Hongkongers would negatively influence local
residents” (“Legislative Council” 1). Similarly, highlighting the Zero Quota Policy,
the chief executive of the SAR emphasized in his 2013 policy address that “The
Government serves Hong Kong people and [its] objective is to safeguard their interests first and foremost. We must manage immigration properly to avoid negative
impacts on our livelihood” (Leung 12). By mirroring popular discourse and tropes
on the protection of local interests and resources, the Hong Kong government is
able to temporarily appease the existing citizenry by signaling that it has heard and
understood the public emotional demands to shun the Other.
In other words, while the government’s statements do not contain any explicit
emotional claims, they are nonetheless responses to public anger and dismay.
As Thompson and Hoggett argue, governance and policymaking are intimately connected to dominant local affects; in particular, “if governments cannot contain such
[social] anxieties, then they will project, enact, or embody these feelings” (6). In the
face of intense public outrage and anxiety over the influx of neithers, the Hong Kong
government engages in what Murray Edelman calls “symbolic policy making” (qtd.
in Thompson and Hoggett 6), so that the state appears that it is actively addressing the concerns of its legitimate citizens. By institutionalizing a drastic biopolitical
policy, the SAR government also comes to embody such anxieties through formal
structures and hierarchies that prescribe membership boundaries. While such structures are implemented in order to ease public anxieties, the government is also
simultaneously justifying such affective states by institutionalizing them.
Even though the Hong Kong government’s haphazard Zero Quota Policy does
not address Hongkongers’ core demand—namely, that the Basic Law needs to be
revised—it nonetheless empowers them by legitimizing their concerns over the loss
of a superior sociopolitical position and identity. The government’s action also
illustrates the way affects and emotional appeals materialize into a law that singlehandedly and drastically alters important life decisions. Imbued in what its citizenry
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has construed as a public crisis, the Hong Kong government must either contain or
dissipate the pervasive sense of anxiety and panic. As affective states, however, these
feelings and intensities are overwhelming, unwieldy, and as Thompson and Hogget
argue, “once they gather momentum, [they] become difficult forces to control” (3).
They further point out that, “political actors, such as populist politicians who seek
to manipulate such feelings, are just as likely to be destroyed by the forces they try to
control” (3). Affective intensities and their subsequent emotional representations,
in other words, do not stay contained in bodies or in discourse, but do materialize
into instruments that regulate and structure the lives of many.

Conclusion
The sociopolitical and national tension between local Hongkongers and mainland
maternal tourists provides an opportunity for rhetorical scholars to consider the following: how citizenship discourse is intimately connected to and negotiated through
local affects and feelings; and how a locally dominant citizenry responds to a group
of Others who possess significantly more political and economic capital at the
national level. Given such a conflicting position, the existing citizenry must reinvent
and deploy alienizing tropes not only to cast out the Other but also to help mitigate the permeating sense of fear and anxiety by asserting their own superiority and
legitimacy. Indeed, the rhetorical tactics and emotional pedagogy that Hongkongers
perform seek to fulfill both functions.
Citizenship discourse and performance, in other words, is not merely about
branding and excluding the Other to reinforce the Self, nor is it only about
concretizing and asserting a cultural or national identity—it, in fact, also serves significant affective functions that allow the existing citizenry to “feel better” about
themselves and their home during a time of crisis. Indeed, as David R. Gruber
points out, affective responses “happen in a rhetorical moment. They burst forth
from the localized and the situated as well as from patterns of past happenings”
(164). Citizenship rhetorics, therefore, must be considered as interactions across
the affective, discursive, political, and material dimensions. Paying close attention
to how national and transnational political tension influences local affects allows
for a more nuanced understanding of citizenship discourse that does not assume
a fixed, binary power relation and that takes into account how atmospheres and
public feelings regulate national membership.
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